Determination of binding strength and kinetics of binding initiation. A model study made on the adhesive properties of P388D1 macrophage-like cells.
The adhesive properties of the mouse P388D1 macrophage-like line were explored. Cells were deposited in glass capillary tubes, and the kinetics of adhesion and spreading were studied. Binding involved the cell metabolism since it was decreased by cold, azide, or a divalent cation chelator. Glass-adherent cells were subjected to calibrated laminar shear flows with a highly viscous dextran solution. A tangential force of about 5 X 10(-3) dyn/cell was required to achieve substantial detachment. The duration of application of the shearing force strongly influenced cell-substrate separation when this was varied from 1-10 s. Further, this treatment resulted in marked cell deformation, with the appearance of an elongated shape. Hence, cell-substrate separation is a progressive process, and binding strength is expected to be influenced by cell deformability. The minimum time required for adhesion was also investigated by making cells adhere under flow conditions. The maximum flow rate compatible with adhesion was about 1000-fold lower than that required to detach glass-bound cells. A simple model was devised to provide a quantitative interpretation for the experimental results of kinetic studies. It is concluded that cell-to-glass adhesion required a cell-substrate contact longer than a few seconds. This first step of adhesion was rapidly followed by a large (about 1000-fold) increase of adhesion strength. It is therefore emphasized that adhesion is heavily dependent on the duration of cell-to-cell encounter, as well as the force used to remove so-called unbound cells.